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Abstract 
This paper deals with routing policies that can be followed by fleet managers in order to minimize the economical 
and computational cost of providing service under an urban context with real-time traffic information. In particular, 
we study the dynamic vehicle routing problem with time windows where an initial routing plan can be modified in 
order to fulfill new customer orders that are received during the execution of a plan. Several routing policies are 
examined to identify a suitable strategy to assign new customer orders while taking into account the computational 
effort as well as previous knowledge available about demand. In the computational tests conducted in this paper, a 
dynamic traffic simulation model has been used to emulate the current traffic conditions providing, at each time 
interval, estimates of the traffic state on each link of the road network. 
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1. Introduction 
The dynamic vehicle routing problem with time windows arises in situations where real-time 
information is revealed to the fleet manager and he or she have to make decisions in order to modify an 
initial routing plan according to the new requirements. Real-time routing problems are mainly driven by 
events which are the cause of such modifications. Events take place in time and their nature may differ 
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according to the type of service provided by a motor carrier. The most common type of event for a fleet 
manager is the arrival of a new order. When a new order is received from a customer, the fleet manager 
must decide which vehicle to assign to the new customer and the new scheduling that must be followed 
by that vehicle. In this paper, we investigate several routing policies based, on one hand, in the reaction 
capacity and the computational power of the fleet management centre and, on the other hand, in the 
previous existing knowledge about demand that allows the fleet manager to take advantage of existing 
idle times of vehicles waiting to start a service. The former type of policies are called reactive because, in 
face of a new customer call, the fleet manager can decide to immediately assign the new order to a 
vehicle or hold it in a pool of orders until a better knowledge of demand is known. The latter type of 
policies corresponds to proactive strategies where the fleet manager has a certain probabilistic knowledge 
about demand and he or she uses it to anticipate to a possible call from a new client. 
This paper is developed under two main assumptions. First, we suppose that all vehicles of the fleet 
are equipped with Automatic Vehicle Location and Communication technologies that allow a fleet 
manager to know the exact location of a vehicle at any time as well as the current state of the service 
being provided. Second, it is also assumed that a real-time traffic information system (also known as 
Advanced Traffic Information System) is available to the fleet manager. Thus, this paper assumes that 
real-time information is a key input when making decisions about the assignments of new orders and the 
rescheduling of the fleet. In this paper, a system that supports the fleet manager in making these types of 
decisions with real-time information is called Dynamic Router and Scheduler. The paper is organized as 
follows. We first discuss reactive and proactive policies considered in this research. Next, we describe a 
microscopic traffic simulation based methodology conceived to evaluate routing algorithms and policies. 
We then show the results of computational tests carried out to compare the discussed policies. 
2. Reactive strategies 
As stated before, under a reactive strategy, a fleet manager “reacts” as soon as possible to the arrival of 
a new customer order by adjusting, if required, the current fleet scheduling. As part of this strategy, a fleet 
manager might have two options: a) to assign the new order as soon as is received or, b) to hold a pool of 
accepted new orders until an assignment criterion is met. In the former case, the assignment of orders to 
vehicles takes place on a one-to-one basis making the fleet manager to provide a relatively quick response 
to the customer. However, in practice, it is usual to observe situations where a fleet manager is trying to 
reschedule its fleet due to the occurrence of a new order when a new one arrives. This, in fact, represents 
a great computational effort as many orders can be received, one after another, within a relatively short 
period of time resulting in too many reassignment computations. A solution to the above problem may be 
an event pooling policy. In such policy, the new orders that arrive to the system are not attended one-by-
one by the fleet manager. Instead, we assume that a previous filter exists, e.g. a call centre that accepts or 
rejects the new orders according to some predefined rules. Examples of acceptance rules may include a 
maximum or minimum order size, a boundary in the service area, or the restriction of service within 
certain hours in accordance to the depot’s opening period. Accepted orders are then transferred to a pool 
of orders that are later assigned by the fleet manager when a determined assignment criterion is met. 
The main advantage of event pooling is that it can significantly reduce the computational effort 
required to assign new orders. Additionally, in problems with a high level of dynamism, this strategy may 
imply that fleet scheduling changes do not occur as often as in the case of one-to-one assignments. Thus, 
routing plans are likely to be modified a fewer number of times during the operational period leading to 
less errors and confusion in the drivers. The main disadvantage of event pooling lies in the proper choice 
of the assignment criteria. In this research, we have evaluated two pool assignment criteria: i) a periodical 
assignment (e.g. every hour) and, ii) an assignment based on the imminence of service start time of orders 
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in the pool. The first criterion can be easily implemented as it only assigns all orders in the pool in a 
periodical fashion. The second assignment criterion is called Imminence Pool Assignment (IPA) and 
takes into account the total demand and the earliest service start times of the customers in the pool.  
2.1. Imminence pool assignment criterion 
Under this criterion, the assignment of the pooled orders is triggered when one or both of the following 
criteria become true: 
1. The total demand required by the set of orders is equal or greater than the average vehicle capacity 
multiplied by a parameter  β, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. 
2. The minimum lower bound of the time windows of customers in the pool is imminent or relatively 
close to be open by the time of evaluation of the criterion. The service at a customer is said to 
imminent if the following condition is satisfied: 
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Where, tc is the time of evaluation of the criterion, S
 
is the average service time, T* is the average travel 
time between the two most distant points in the road network and E* is the minimum service start time of 
the customers in the pool. 
The above criteria only indicate when it should take place the assignment of orders in the pool. The 
question on how many orders to assign in the evaluation of the pool can be responded by the “proximity” 
of customers with respect to their time window. As a result, the “closest” imminent customers are 
assigned while the rest of orders are kept in the pool until the next evaluation, when more demand 
information will be available to the fleet manager. Let Ω be the set of customer orders in the pool. Let Ei 
be the lower bound of customer i’s time window and let i* be the customer with the minimum value of Ei. 
We define the proximity measure Uj as the linear combination of uj, the time between the start of service 
at customer j and the start of service at customer i*, and vj, the urgency of service at customer j, which is 
equal to the difference between the latest possible service start time at customer j and the time needed to 
travel from an hypothetical center of the urban network c  customer j at time E*. That is, 
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Where, D1, D2 are positive parameters such that 121  DD  and, jcT ,  is the average travel time from the 
centre point c of an urban area to customer j. Thus, all orders j  Ω that satisfy Uj d J, J > 0, are candidate 
customers to be assigned. 
3. Proactive strategies 
Under a proactive approach, a fleet manager takes advantage of slack or idle times of vehicles in order 
to dispatch them to areas where there is a high probability that a new customer order will come from that 
area. In such way, the fleet manager proactively reschedules vehicles with the hope that they will be 
closer to a new customer when the call is received. A proactive approach requires that some knowledge 
about the demand pattern is available and known by the fleet manager. For example, there can be 
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information about the location of frequent and occasional customers as well as the preferred times in 
which these customers would be serviced. This information can be used to classify customers according 
to zones or sub-regions and time windows requirements and thereby, a probabilistic distribution can be 
used to model the new demand pattern. 
3.1. Literature review 
Although the dynamic vehicle routing problem has been widely studied during the last years, few 
papers have addressed the problem where some probabilistic knowledge of future events is available to 
the fleet manager. Larsen et al. [1] and Ichoua et al. [2] introduced the idea of dividing the service region 
into sub-regions while defining waiting points in order to apply vehicle repositioning strategies that 
depended on the probability of receiving new orders on each sub-region. Branke et al. [3] dealt with 
reducing non-service probability under the capacitated dynamic vehicle routing problem. Thomas and 
White III [4] and Thomas [5] coined the term anticipatory routing problem to name those problems where 
vehicles anticipated the arrival of a new customer by changing their path if the request was received while 
they were in transit. An extension of the anticipatory vehicle routing problem to pickups and deliveries 
was made in Ghiani et al. [6]. Unlike the previous works, we assume that waiting at some points of the 
network has a cost for the motor carrier as space (parking) is a great limitation in major cities. 
Additionally, the analyzed policies take into account time-dependent information not included in previous 
works. Finally, this paper includes computational tests that are carried out in a real-life urban network. 
3.2. Problem description and notation 
In order to describe the proactive policies under consideration, we first discuss the basic concepts and 
assumptions made to model the problem.  
Service area. Let A be an urban service area which can be divided into nA sub-regions. Let Hj be a sub-
region j  A, where  Anj j A1  H . Sub-regions can be equally sized or not; the size of sub-regions is 
often a function of the number of inhabitants, establishments, type of commercial/industrial activities, etc. 
Postal codes zones may also be a good base to define sub-regions within the service area. The size of 
service area A is such that all potential customers can be covered. 
Vehicle repositioning. In the classical approach, once a vehicle has finished an assigned service, the 
fleet manager dispatches the vehicle as soon as possible to the next assigned customer or, returns it to the 
depot, if it has visited the last sequenced customer. However, taking into account that some information 
about the future is available, the fleet manager can order the vehicle to wait at the current location or 
reposition the vehicle in another point of the service area and wait for a certain amount of time.  
Parking points. Let P be the set of possible parking/waiting points or nodes in the road network, 
excluding the depot and customer locations. Let Pj be the parking cost at some point j of the network. We 
assume that parking in the depot or at the customer's location has a lower cost than parking in any other 
point of the network, that is, Pdepot ≤ Pcustomer < Pi where i  P. In a repositioning strategy, a vehicle can be 
ordered to travel to a parking point and wait for a certain amount of time. Determining the best parking 
position for each sub-region Hj of the service area can be made through a 1-Median model where the 
potential facility locations (or parking positions) are represented by all nodes within service sub-region Hj. 
Probabilistic knowledge. Knowledge about future demand can be modeled in terms of the probability 
that at least one new order will occur in a certain sub-region Hj. We assume that the number of events (or 
new calls) during time interval [t, t + 't] follows a homogeneous Poisson process characterized by a 
constant intensity rate O and that new events are distributed in a completely random manner around the 
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service area. If we assume that the spatial distribution of new calls follows a certain pattern (e.g. sub-
regions that attract more customers) it is required to introduce the spatial dependence effect on the 
intensity rate parameter. Let P[Hj] be the probability that a new customer requiring service is located 
within sub-region Hj. Let Nj(t) be the number of calls received up to time t within sub-region Hj and N(t) 
the total number of calls received in the whole service area A, where ¦   Anj j tNtN 1 )()( . As sub-regions are 
assumed to be independent, we know that ¦   Anj j1 OO , where Oj is the arrival intensity for sub-region Hj. 
Let us also assume that Nj(t) ~ Poisson(Oj). Therefore, the probability of having Wj new calls received 
from sub-region Hj during time interval 't is given by 
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3.3. Proactive routing policies 
We have considered five different proactive policies that can be followed by the fleet manager. In the 
first two policies, the fleet manager only requires access to current time-dependent travel time 
information. The remaining policies require a more detailed knowledge of the service area as well as 
probabilistic information about the demand pattern. 
Drive-First (DF). This policy refers to the classical approach of dispatching a vehicle to next customer 
in the route as soon as the vehicle is ready or it has finished a service at a customer. If diversions are 
allowed and a vehicle is waiting to start service, the cost of servicing a new customer order is determined 
by the travel time required to visit the new customer and then return to its previous waiting location. 
Wait-First (WF). In this policy, a vehicle is ordered to stay in the current location as long as possible 
before departing to the next customer location. The maximum waiting time depends on the estimated 
traffic conditions and the opening hour of the time windows of the next customer to be visited. Let i
endt be 
the end time of a service at customer i and i
kG   be the waiting time of vehicle k at customer i after service. 
Let us assume that the next customer to be visited is i+1. Under the WF policy, a vehicle will wait as long 
as is possible in order to arrive at customer i+1 before or exactly at time Ei+1. In order to reduce the risk 
of lateness, we assume that the vehicle must arrive at time Ei+1 - T, where T ≥ 0. Thus, the waiting time ikG
 
must satisfy the following condition: 
 
                                            TGG d  11, iikiendiiikiend EtTt                                                        (4) 
 
where Ti,i+1(t) is the travel time from customer i to customer i+1 when departing at time t. In order to 
compute ikG  we need to know how late vehicle must depart from its current position in order to arrive on 
time to the next scheduled location. Let it
~
 be the latest possible departure time from customer i in order 
to arrive to customer i+1 at no later than Ei+1 - T. Thus: 
       tTEttEtTtt iiiiendiii
t
i 1,111,      ,argmax
~
 dd TT                       (5) 
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Therefore, a vehicle will wait after the service if and only if 0~ ! iendiik ttG . Otherwise, it must depart 
immediately to the next scheduled customer.  
Closed-Parking-Point (CPP). If enough slack time is available, this policy orders vehicle to travel to 
the closest sub-region and wait at the assigned parking point CPi. A vehicle will follow this policy if and 
only if there is enough slack time to deviate from its route, travel to CPi and wait at the parking point for 
certain amount of time without putting in risk the service in the next scheduled customer i+1. Thus, a 
vehicle will travel to CPi if the following condition holds: 
 
                TGG d  1,1,, )()( iCPkiendCPiiendiCPCPkiendCPiiend EtTtTtTt iiiii                                 (6) 
 
The waiting time iCPkG at the closest parking point depends on the latest possible departure time iCPt~  
from CPi and is computed as follows: 
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Therefore, a vehicle will wait at the current position if and only if    0~
,
! iendCPiiendCPCPk tTtt iiiG . 
Otherwise, it immediately departs to the next scheduled customer to avoid a delay in the service.  
Highest-Demand-Parking-Point (HPP). If enough slack time is available, this policy orders vehicle to 
travel to that sub-region with the highest current probability of receiving at least one new customer call. 
The computation of the waiting time at a parking point of high-probability sub-region is similar to that 
described in Equations (6) and (7). 
Lowest-expected-cost policy. Under this strategy, a vehicle is ordered to follow the policy with the 
lowest expected cost according to the current traffic conditions and the probabilistic knowledge of 
demand. The expected cost of a policy is given by: 
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The cost of applying a given policy is the sum of the cost of travelling to and from a waiting position, 
if there is a repositioning, plus the cost of waiting which is a function of the parking cost per time unit. 
4. Decision support system 
The evaluation of the routing policies was made through a decision support system based on decision 
rules that use real-time information about the state of the vehicles and traffic conditions provided by an 
Advanced Traffic Information System. In our research, such real-time traffic information system is 
emulated by means of microscopic traffic simulation. The decision support system is framed within an 
evaluation platform that allows us to simulate with great details the performance of a fleet of vehicles as 
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well as the impact of the decisions taken by the fleet manager in face of unknown events such as new 
customers requiring service, changes in the current demand or changes in the traffic conditions of the 
network. Given that this paper assumes the operation of the vehicles under a strictly urban environment, 
we use time-dependent travel times as the basis of the computation and assignment of the routing plans. 
Assignments and rescheduling of vehicles are made taking into account the current state of the vehicles 
and the current traffic conditions on the road network. The assignment algorithm is a two-phase 
methodology that works by first inserting new orders with a greedy insertion heuristic called dynamic 
insertion heuristic (DINS). Routes are then re-optimized by using a tabu search metaheuristic that we 
have called dynamic tabu search (DTS). Each phase is briefly explained below. For more details about the 
heuristics, the reader is referred to Barceló and Orozco [7]. 
4.1. Dynamic insertion heuristic (DINS) 
DINS is a greedy heuristic derived from the basic insertion heuristic proposed in Campbell and 
Savelsbergh [8] whereby every un-routed customer is evaluated at every insertion point. The objective of 
DINS heuristic is to insert a new customer w into the current routing plan once the vehicles have started 
the services. The general idea of the algorithm is as follows: when a new customer arrives to the system, 
the algorithm checks the current state of each vehicle. Then, routes with not enough available time to visit 
the new client within their schedule are rejected. Finally, the algorithm checks, on the candidate routes, 
for the least cost feasible insertion. If no feasible insertion is possible and there are idle vehicles on the 
depot, a new route is created including the new customer. The available time of a route is defined as the 
sum of the estimated waiting times (i.e. the time a vehicle spends waiting to start service at a given 
location) along the route. A route becomes unfeasible if the total available time is less than the required 
time to travel from the closest neighborhood to customer w and provide the service. A feasible insertion 
consists of sequencing a new customer w between services at customers i and i+1 while taking care that 
time window constraints are satisfied for customers w, i+1, i+2,…n and that the scheduled vehicle has 
enough capacity. The profitability of an insertion is computed as the negative of the additional travel time 
added as a result of inserting customer w between customers i and i+1.  
4.2. Dynamic tabu search (DTS) 
In order to optimize the solution obtained by the DINS heuristic, we have implemented an adaptation 
of the Unified Tabu Search (UTS) heuristic proposed by Cordeau et al. [9] for the vehicle routing problem 
with time windows. The heuristic was modified to take into account the dynamic aspects of the problem. 
For the most part, we have changed the heuristic to perform local searches only on the unvisited nodes of 
the scheduled routes and added a stopping criterion which takes into account the rate of improvement of 
the search process. In general terms, DTS is an iterative procedure that drives the search from a current 
solution s to the best solution found in a subset of the solution space called the neighborhood of s, or N(s), 
by performing local searches. N(s) consists of the set of solutions that are reached when a shift operator is 
applied to the current solution s. As it is based on tabu search, DTS uses anti-cycling rules (tabu lists) and 
diversification mechanisms that allows the search to explore other areas of the solution space while 
escaping from local optima. During the search process, a solution s is evaluated by the following cost 
function: 
 
                              )()()()()( swsdsqscsf DDDD JED                                                           (9) 
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Where, cD(s) denotes the estimated total travel time of the routes on the pending scheduled customers, 
q(s) denotes the total capacity violation of the vehicles, dD(s) denotes the total duration violation of the 
routes, and wD(s) denotes the total violation of the time windows constraints of the customers to be 
visited. The N(s) is generated by applying a shift operator to the current solution s. A shift operator 
removes a customer i from route k and inserts it in route k’. The possible set of insertion positions in a 
route starts from the current position of the vehicle. If a vehicle is waiting to start service or heading to a 
customer’s location, the heuristic allows the diversion of the vehicle, that is, the route can be modified to 
visit a different customer than the originally scheduled. When customer i is removed from route k, its 
reinsertion in that route is forbidden for the next T iterations. Let B(s) = {(i,k): customer i is visited by 
vehicle k} denote the attribute set of a solution s. To diversify the search, every solution s’ such that fD(s’) 
≥ fD(s) is penalized with modified function  
 
                                      ¦ cc c )(),()()( sBki ikuD mnscsp UO                                                             (10) 
 
Where, nu is the number of customers that have not been visited, m is the current number of routes, O is a 
positive parameter and Uik is defined as the number of times the attribute (i,k) has been added to a 
solution. The solution provided by DINS heuristic represents the initial solution for the tabu search 
heuristic. In every iteration, the algorithm selects the best non-tabu solution s’  N(s) that minimizes the 
values of the cost function fD(s) or satisfies an aspiration criteria. Our aspiration criterion accepts a 
solution if its cost improves the best solution found so far. As in UTS, when the selected solution s’ is 
feasible, the value of the best feasible solution is updated and the values of parameters D, E, J are reduced 
by dividing the current values by 1 + G; otherwise, the values are increased by multiplying the current 
values by 1 + G. As quick on-line solutions are required, we added a criterion that stops the search if a 
certain number of iterations N has been reached without observing an improvement larger than H. 
4.3. Evaluation platform 
The methodology proposed in this paper was evaluated through a decision support system that is based 
on the combination of dynamic traffic simulation and the algorithms defined on a dynamic router and 
scheduler system. The decision support system consists of an evaluation platform integrated by four 
components. The platform is able to emulate the operation of an Advanced Traffic Information System 
providing real-time data and the operations of a fleet management center. Next, we will briefly explain 
the role and interactions of each one of these components. 
Dynamic traffic simulation. The first component of our approach is dynamic traffic simulation, which 
is used as a supporting tool to model the road network and generate databases of time-dependent link 
travel times. We generated two types of databases. The first one is created from several replications of a 
traffic simulation and it represents the historical records of a traffic information database. The second is 
associated to a single replication and it is used to represent the dynamics of the traffic flows within the 
simulation of the fleet operational plan. 
Shortest path engine. A second component is represented by the shortest path engine, which calculates 
the optimal paths of the vehicles among customers and the corresponding travel times. Shortest paths are 
time-dependent, that is, they depend on the departure time of the vehicle. The computation of time-
dependent shortest paths is based on the DOT algorithm defined in Chabini [10]. As in the case of a real-
life traffic information system, the platform computes short and long-term travel time forecasts. Short-
term forecasts come out of the current replication database and they represent the travel time information 
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for the next 15 minutes. Long-term forecasts, in turn, are provided by the historical database and estimate 
the travel times beyond the 15-minute period of the short-term forecasts.  
Dynamic event and vehicle tracking simulation. The engine of the simulation is the third component: 
the dynamic event and vehicle tracking simulator, which i) randomly generates the different events (e.g. 
new customer calls) and, ii) moves vehicles along the road network according to an operational plan 
keeping track of their positions and activities at every time step. Its implementation is based on the 
general approach of a next-event time-advance simulation by Law and Kelton [11]. 
Dynamic Router and Scheduler (DRS). The last component of our platform is the DRS, which interacts 
with the event simulator and the shortest path engine in order to recalculate routes and propose new 
solutions if needed. DRS includes the reassignment heuristics proposed above.It is important to remark 
that the proposed platform has been designed in such a way that their components can be replaced by 
real-time systems while keeping the logic and interactions among customers. For instance, the dynamic 
traffic simulation component might be replaced by any real-time traffic information system capable of 
providing travel times and vehicle guidance, while the dynamic event and vehicle tracking simulator can 
be replaced by any real-time fleet tracking and communication system. Therefore, the framework in 
which the DRS is developed can be implemented in any fleet management system. 
5. Computational experience 
For our computational tests, we have used a microscopic simulation model of the downtown area of 
Barcelona. The area covers 7.5 km2 and it is one of the most important districts in the city due to the high 
volume of commercial activity (see Fig. 1). The graph that represents the road network consists of 1,570 
nodes and 2,797 arcs. In our test scenarios, we have used data sets that consist of 100 customers 
distributed along the network and one single depot. Customers are distributed in the area according to two 
patterns: i) a random location in the network, and ii) clustered location of customers according to real 
commercial data of the area. In addition to the distribution of customers, instances differentiate in the 
width of the corresponding time windows: a) narrow (0.5 to 1 hour) and, b) wide (4 to 6 hours). All 
customers require a relatively low demand of 10 units. The fleet performing the service is assumed to be 
homogeneous (with a large capacity of 1,000 units) and consists of 7 vehicles that are available from 
08:00 to 16:00 hours. In order to evaluate and compare the performance of the policies in face of new 
customer calls, our test scenarios consider various degrees of dynamism (dod): 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. 
The degree of dynamism of a problem is defined as the percentage of new customers with respect to the 
total number of customers that require service. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Barcelona’s downtown area  
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All tests assume that vehicles travel through the network under normal traffic conditions. Order 
assignments were made through the Dynamic Tabu Search (DTS) heuristic. In order to measure the 
quality of the solutions obtained by DTS, we have also evaluated the performance of the algorithms 
against the value of perfect information (VPI), which can be defined as the fleet performance that would 
be observed if we knew the demand in advance when planning routes. The evaluation platform including 
the simulation engine, the shortest-path engine, reassignment algorithms and routing policies were coded 
in C++. All tests were carried out in a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo 3.16Ghz and 3.25 GB in RAM. 
5.1. Reactive strategies 
We have defined several scenarios in order to test the discussed reactive policies. In a first set of 
experiments, we simulate a myopic policy where customers in the pool are assigned in a periodic fashion 
regardless of their level of ``service imminence''. In order to guarantee that we can assign customers that 
require immediate service, we set DRS to assign customers in the pool every 30 minutes in the instances 
with narrow time windows and every 60 minutes for the wide time windows case. In a second scenario, 
we test the IPA criterion as the trigger to assign the orders in the pool. For the demand sub-criterion, we 
have set β = 0.5, that is, an assignment is made if the total number of customers in the pool exceeds half 
the average capacity of the vehicles. In the case of narrow time windows, we are more interested in 
assigning orders which closing time is more imminent. Therefore, we choose values parameters values D1 
and D2 such that D2>D1. In our experiments, we have tested the values D1 = 0.4 and D2 = 0.6. The value of J chosen for this case was 2.5 hours. For the wide time windows case, closing time is not as relevant as in 
the narrow case, therefore, we choose orders with closer service start times as the next orders to be 
assigned. In this case, simulation tests were run with D1 = 0.7, D2 = 0.3 and  J = 4 hours. Results obtained 
in both scenarios were compared with the strategy of assigning a new order immediately after it was 
received by the fleet manager, i.e. assigning orders in a “one-to-one” basis. In order to know the 
performance of the solutions obtained by the heuristics, we have also compared the results with those 
obtained under perfect information, that is, the results that would be observed if we knew the demand in 
advance when planning the routes. We first analyze the results for customers randomly distributed in the 
network and then, the results of customers distributed in clusters. 
Random locations. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the total travel time experienced by the fleet for the 
different reactive routing approaches. The dotted line represents the results of applying a one-to-one 
assignment policy to the new orders. Performance under perfect information (VPI) is represented by the 
line with the triangle-shaped marker.  
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Fig. 2. Total travel time observed in reactive policies – 100 customers in random locations. (a) Narrow Time Windows; (b) Wide 
Time Windows 
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In the case of narrow time windows, the total travel time observed under a one-to-one and a periodical 
pool assignment policy was practically the same as they just differed in 0.2%. Results for pool 
assignments under IPA criteria were also very similar to the other policies, except for the case of a 
relatively high degree of dynamism (80%), where the application of the IPA criteria resulted in a 2% 
improvement in the travel time. Results in the case of wide time windows were slightly different. In 
general, a one-to-one assignment led to better results than in the periodical and IPA assignments. For dod 
> 20%, total travel time was, on average, 3.2% and 1.6% larger for periodical and IPA assignments, 
respectively, than in the case of a one-to-one policy. Unlike the case of narrow time windows, in 
problems with dod = 20% and wide time windows, the application of an IPA policy led to the same 
results observed under perfect information. Although there are no significant differences in the results 
obtained by the different assignment policies, the computational effort implied in the pooling policies is 
far below the required by a one-to-one assignment as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, the observed results suggest 
that it is better to apply a pooling assignment strategy instead of a one-to-one policy as computational 
time savings can be achieved without a significant impact in travel time and service levels. 
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Fig. 3. Total calls of the DTS heuristic - 100 customers in random locations. (a) Narrow Time Windows; (b) Wide Time Windows 
Clustered locations. Results for customers located in clusters are shown in Fig. 4. In the case of 
narrow time windows, there was no significant difference between periodic and one-to-one assignments. 
On average, the total travel time observed under the latter policy was 0.5% below the periodic assignment 
policy. The performance under the IPA policy was not as good as the observed when customers were 
randomly located in the network. The total travel time under IPA was, on average, 1.5% above the results 
obtained under the periodic assignment policy. In the case of wide time windows, the IPA policy had a 
better performance as it produced results that were, on average, 2.2% below the results observed in the 
periodic assignment policy while having similar results to those observed in a one-to-one assignment. As 
in the case of randomly distributed customers, both pooling policies showed results that were not quite 
significant different from the one-to-one assignment. Nevertheless, both policies required much less 
computational efforts to make the assignments. Fig. 5 shows the number of DTS calls required for each 
policy when customers were distributed in clusters. 
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Fig. 4. Total calls of the DTS heuristic - 100 customers in clustered locations. (a) Narrow Time Windows; (b) Wide Time Windows 
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Fig. 5. Total calls of the DTS heuristic - 100 customers in random locations. (a) Narrow Time Windows; (b) Wide Time Windows 
5.2. Proactive strategies 
For this computational experience, we have only considered the case of potential customers that are 
distributed in clusters within the service area. Before showing the simulation results, we first describe the 
preparation of the required data for the computational experience and the test scenarios. 
Profile of the available knowledge. In order to model the available knowledge about demand, we must 
first define what type of a priori information would be available and how it should be used by the fleet 
manager. We assume that the fleet manager has access to the following information: a) localization of 
potential customer over the service area, b) estimated demand attributes (service time or demanded units) 
of new customer orders and, c) inter-arrival times of new customer orders. In the latter case, it is assumed 
that a new call is received, on average, every 5 minutes following an exponential distribution. The 
downtown area of Barcelona has been divided into 35 sub-regions, which correspond with the number of 
the so-called "study zones" defined by the Council of Barcelona as statistical units of reference. For each 
sub-region, we have defined a parking spot which corresponds to the median point based on the averages 
of historical travel times. 
Test scenarios for proactive policies. In both DF and WF policies, it is assumed that vehicles are 
ordered to wait at customers' locations before and after service, respectively. For the CPP and HPP 
policies, we have assumed that parking points have a cost per hour in terms of the travel time. On one 
hand, we have considered that parking within an urban area has no cost at all and, on the other hand, we 
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assume that the cost is 0.10 per hour. This cost is expressed in time units and it was obtained from the 
current parking costs in the downtown area of Barcelona. This cost can be understand from the fact that 
one hour waiting (with engine off) is about one-tenth of the cost of an hour traveling through urban areas. 
For all policies, the maximum possible waiting time of a vehicle at a location was computed under the 
basis that a vehicle must be in the next scheduled customer at least 5 minutes before the start of the 
corresponding time window, that is, we assumed θ = 5 minutes. If by the time of evaluation, the time 
window of the next customer was already opened, the vehicle was ordered to immediately travel to the 
next scheduled location without applying any proactive policy. In order to assign the new customers to 
the vehicles we applied a reactive pooling policy based on the imminence of the orders (IPA policy). We 
first show the results for the data sets where customers are characterized by narrow time windows and 
afterwards, the results for customers with wide time windows. 
Results for narrow time windows scenario. Fig. 6a shows the simulation results of the total travel time 
experienced by the fleet under the different proactive policies for the case of customers requiring service 
within narrow time windows. It can be observed in this figure that the WF policy, represented by the 
square markers, is the policy that showed the best results for all degrees of dynamism. Although the DF 
policy obtained similar results for the scenario with a relatively low degree of dynamism, the figure 
shows that its efficiency deteriorates when we increase the degree of dynamism. In fact, for a relatively 
high degree of dynamism (80%), the total travel time is 7% lower when applying the WF policy than 
when the vehicle follows a DF policy. The CPP policy was, on average, 6% above the results obtained by 
the WF policy, but improved the DF policy for degrees of dynamism greater than 40%. In the case of the 
HPP policy, the results of our tests showed that the total travel time experienced by the vehicles was, on 
average, about 17% above the performance showed in the DF policy. For the LECP policy, we first 
assumed a positive parking cost of p = 0.10 at all pre-defined parking points of the network. In such case, 
the computational results showed that the LECP policy will always suggest a vehicle to follow a Wait-
First policy and the performance indicators are exactly the same than those observed in Fig. 6a for the WF 
policy. In a next set of simulation, we tested the LECP policy under the assumption of a parking cost of p 
= 0. In this case, we observed that this policy chooses different actions lines depending on the situation of 
the vehicle. Fig. 7a shows which policies and the average number of times they were chosen by the LECP 
calculations for customers requiring service in narrow time windows under different degrees of 
dynamism. As it can be observed, in our simulation tests, LECP never suggested DF policy to be 
followed by the vehicle in any of the scenarios while HPP policy was chosen by LECP only a few times. 
The proactive policies that were suggested the most by the LECP procedure were WF and CPP. For 
relatively low degrees of dynamism (less than 50%), WF policy was the most suggested policy. In 
contrast, for relatively high degrees of dynamism (more than 50%), CPP policy was the most likely 
choice for the vehicle. From Fig. 6a, LECP showed, on average, better results than the DF, CPP and HPP 
policies. When comparing the LECP results with the ones obtained by the WF policy, we can observe that 
they are very similar for low degrees of dynamism (less than 50%) because in those cases WF policy was 
the most suggested by LECP. Nevertheless, when we increased the degree of dynamism (more than 50%), 
we observed that the total travel time of the WF policy was 4% below the result obtained by the LECP 
policy. 
Results for wide time windows scenario. Fig. 6b shows a comparison of the resulting total travel time 
experienced by the fleet under the different proactive policies for customers requiring service within wide 
time windows. In this case, our simulation results show that DF and WF policies outperformed the travel 
time obtained by the CPP and HPP policies. It can also be observed that a DF policy had a better 
performance when wide time windows are required by the customers than when those time windows are 
narrower. As in the case of narrow time windows, we first evaluated the performance of the fleet under a 
LECP policy by applying positive parking cost of p = 0.10. In such case, we observed that LECP 
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procedure always determined a vehicle to follow the WF policy. We then simulated the performance of 
the fleet with a parking cost of p = 0. Fig. 7b shows the chosen policies and the number of times they 
were selected by the LECP procedure when customers require wide time windows. Clearly, when some 
knowledge about demand is available for the fleet manager, the most suggested policy by the LECP 
procedure is to move an idle vehicle to the closest parking point. However, LECP also suggested vehicles 
to follow the WF policy a few times throughout the simulation period. This suggestion was more evident 
in the scenario with a degree of dynamism of 20% (5.8 times) than in the case of 80% of dynamism (1.4 
times). Fig. 7b contains the results obtained by the LECP policy when the parking cost is neglected. As it 
can be observed, the LECP policy (represented by the dashed line) had identical results than the DF and 
WF policies when the degrees of dynamism were 20% and 60%. When the degree of dynamism was 40%, 
the LECP policy led to similar results to those obtained in the WF policy, but the total travel time was 
4.6% above the results of the DF policy. For a degree of dynamism of 80%, both DF and WF policies 
outperformed the results of the LECP procedure.  
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Fig. 6. Proactive policies comparison. (a) Narrow time windows; (b) Wide time windows 
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Fig. 7. Average number of times that policies were chosen by LECP. (a) Narrow time windows; (b) Wide time windows 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have developed and compared the performance of various routing policies designed 
to support the operation of a fleet management center. On one hand, we described the so-called reactive 
assignment policies where we analyzed the case of immediately assign a new order as soon as is revealed 
or hold it into a pool of orders until certain conditions are met to make the assignment. On the other hand, 
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we discussed proactive strategies where the fleet manager takes advantage of some information about the 
demand that might help him or her to anticipate a new customer call by sending vehicles to areas of high 
demand in the hope that a new call will be received from those areas. For both type of strategies, we 
designed a computational experience based on microscopic traffic simulation over a real-world urban 
network. In the case of reactive strategies, we found that a myopic approach as the periodic assignment 
policy, can lead to good results when choosing the appropriate parameters. However, it must be remarked 
that this approach may work better when time windows attributes of the requirement are known to be 
homogenous in advance. In dynamic routing problems where requirements are characterized by a great 
variability in the width of the time windows the myopic approach might not work well. In such case, the 
proposed Imminence Pooling Assignment policy can provide a solution as it assigns orders which time 
windows are closer to be opened. In the case of wide time windows, the IPA policy found slightly better 
results than a periodic assignment for both types of customers' locations. In the case of narrow time 
windows, the IPA approach seemed to work better when customers were uniformly distributed in the 
network than when located in clusters. The simulation results did not report significant differences 
between the pooling policies and the one-to-one assignment strategy. However, the computational effort 
required by the one-to-one policy was higher than the required by the pooling policies. Our simulation 
experience suggests that, in the dynamic vehicle routing problem with time windows, new orders can be 
pooled until a better knowledge of the demand is unveil to the fleet manager without decreasing the 
service levels of the operation. In the case of proactive strategies, the computational experience made 
over the Barcelona's downtown network shows that waiting at the current location after providing a 
service is a good strategy vis-à-vis the arrival of new customer orders. This result coincides with the ones 
obtained in Larsen et al. [1] even though the authors used a different assignment methodology for new 
orders. Our computational tests were carried out over a relatively medium network with normal traffic 
conditions and using test instances that defined 13.4 customers per km2. A further step on this research 
line is to test the policies suggested in this paper on larger networks and instances with a lower degree of 
customer density. Additionally, our test instances were based on a pre-defined zoning of the service area 
where not all sub-regions had the same area or similar traffic demands. Thus, another possibility to enrich 
this research is by testing different definitions of sub-regions and their corresponding parking points. 
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